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Dear Readers,
The first quarter of 2015, we conclude with mixed feelings. We are proud of our
successful (former) trainees who now support various departments at
Braunform and two effective trade fairs - on two continents at the same time. On
the other hand we are a little bit sad to say goodbye to a longtime employee for
his well-deserved retirement. We wish him all the best for his future.
With this in mind we do our business and work hard for achieving our goals...
Erich Braun

Two fairs at the same time: PlastIndia & PHARMAPACK Europe
Almost at the same time the PlastIndia fair in Gandhinagar,
India, and the PHARMAPACK Europe in Paris, France, took
place in February. Braunform was represented with a small
booth and a team of experts.
We would like to thank all for your visit at our stall.
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Braunform GmbH congratulates trainees on successful passed exam
A total of six trainees successfully finished their three-and-ahalf year training period as tool mechanics (m/f). All of them
will be taken over in an umlinited employment after their
apprenticeship.

Investitionen in die Zukunft - Neue Maschinen 2014
Looking back, investments in our machinery always were of
great importance to us. Also in 2014 our machine pool could
be renewed, extended and technologically advanced due to
the clever strategy of our technology team. We want to give
you a short summary:
A new measuring machine of Mitutoyo allows our quality
assurance department to measure accurately also larger
dimensions. The purchase of grinding machines Amada
Master G3 supports both, our grinding department and our
training shop. This allows a seamless transition from
apprenticeship into a permanent position. A new SAMAG
deep-hole drilling center provides more accurate and
efficient processing on large working surface.

Goodbye to a longtime employee for his well-deserved retirement
Over 30 years Robert was an important employee in the
assembly of our mold shop. As a trained tool mechanic he
was a solid support with lots of work experience.

Events
23.03. - 27.03.2015: NPE, Orlando, Florida, USA
16.06. - 18.06.2015: ENGEL Symposium, Linz & St.
Valentin, Austria
13.10. - 17.10.2015: FAKUMA, Friedrichshafen, Germany
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Warmest spring- and easter greetings
wishes your Braunform-Team.
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